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Abstract: High throughput DNA sequencing technology has enabled entire biological communities to be
characterised from DNA derived from pools of organisms, such as bulk-collected invertebrates, or DNA extracted
from environmental samples (e.g. soil). These DNA-based techniques have the potential to revolutionise
biodiversity monitoring. One approach in particular, DNA metabarcoding, can provide unprecedented taxonomic
breadth at a scale not practically achievable through the morphological identification of individual organisms.
Here, we assess the current strengths and weaknesses of DNA metabarcoding techniques for biodiversity
assessment. We argue that it is essential to integrate conventional monitoring methods with novel DNA methods,
to validate methods, and to better use and interpret data. We present a conceptual framework for how this might
be done, explore potential applications within national biodiversity assessment frameworks, Maori biodiversity
monitoring and the primary sector, and highlight areas of current uncertainty and future research directions.
Rapid developments in DNA sequencing technology and bioinformatics will make DNA-based community data
increasingly accessible to ecologists, and there needs to be a corresponding shift in research focus from DNA
metabarcoding method development and evaluation to real-world applications that provide rich information
for a range of purposes, including conservation planning and land management decisions.
Keywords: biodiversity monitoring; bioinformatics; biosecurity; cultural indicators; ecosystem function;
environmental DNA; national framework; species detection; te ao Maori; uncertainty

Introduction
The measurement of biodiversity (i.e. species presence,
abundance and change with time) underpins most ecological
research, conservation planning and environmental policy
(Allen et al. 2003; MacLeod et al. 2012; Pereira et al. 2013;
Environmental Reporting Act 2015). Biodiversity data come in
various forms, including quantitative records (e.g. defined plots
or remote sensing) and qualitative records based on personal
experience or traditional ecological knowledge. This reflects
the diversity of individuals, groups and organisations who are
interested in measuring biodiversity. However, conventional
biodiversity assessment techniques are typically constrained
by our ability to see and identify biodiversity features of
interest and track them over time, which has resulted in a
strong taxonomic bias towards large visible organisms such as
plants and birds. A side-effect of this bias is that conventional
assessments generally exclude many of the taxonomic groups
that contain the greatest diversity (e.g. fungi and bacteria), many
species of agricultural pests and diseases (e.g. invertebrates,
oomycetes and other pathogens), human parasites and diseases
(e.g. fungal pathogens, helminth worms), sources of food
and medicines, culturally important indicator species (e.g.
butterflies), and many threatened species of conservation
concern (Hitchmough 2013).

The bias inherent in conventional assessment techniques
can now potentially be overcome by using DNA barcoding and
metabarcoding to sample entire biological communities. DNA
barcoding identifies a species based on its DNA sequence at
a specific gene region (Hebert et al. 2003); this information
is used to build sequence databases. DNA metabarcoding
refers to the process of obtaining gene sequences from these
same regions from multiple species at once (e.g. from soil or
captured invertebrate samples), and matching these sequences
to those in a database to obtain community level information
(Figs. 1 & 2). While there are multiple molecular techniques
available for analysing environmental samples, metabarcoding
is currently the most widely used approach in ecological
studies (see Table 1 for New Zealand examples) because it
allows specific taxonomic groups to be targeted and identified
(e.g. invertebrates, fungi, prokaryotes) within a sample. The
potential for DNA metabarcoding techniques to revolutionise
biodiversity assessment is widely recognised (e.g. Ficetola
et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2012; Bohmann et al. 2014; Gibson
et al. 2015; Thomsen & Willerslev 2015; Barnes & Turner
2016; Creer et al. 2016). However, most current applications
of DNA metabarcoding have been done independently of
conventional monitoring. Integration of DNA metabarcoding
with conventional monitoring techniques is essential to validate
novel DNA methods, build on existing knowledge, and to
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Figure 1. The process of DNA metabarcoding involves extracting community DNA from pools of organisms, such as invertebrates captured
in nets or pitfall traps, or DNA from environmental samples (e.g. soil). Standard molecular techniques (e.g. PCR) are used to isolate and
amplify the gene region of interest. This amplified community DNA sample is then sequenced using high throughput DNA sequencing
technologies. The resulting sequences are clustered into closely related groups known as operational taxonomic units (OTUs). These
OTUs are then matched to reference databases of DNA barcodes (e.g. GenBank) to taxonomically identify all the species present.

Figure 2. Illustration of the major ways in which DNA is being used in environmental applications from individual species to ecosystems,
putting DNA metabarcoding in the context of other molecular techniques. Depending on the type of sample and the analysis method
employed, uses range from identification or detection of individual species up to measurements of ecosystem function. Most of this review
focuses on the analysis of pooled organisms and environmental samples using metabarcoding techniques to measure species composition
of communities. Ecosystem function can be inferred from the identity of species present but is not directly measured by metabarcoding
techniques. Metagenomics and metatranscriptomics measure function directly by targeting functional genes and their expression in the
environment. They currently have limited use for biodiversity assessment (especially eukaryotes) and have been most widely applied
in studies of prokaryotic communities.
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Table 1. Published New Zealand examples illustrating the use of DNA metabarcoding for terrestrial biodiversity
assessment.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Application/study description

Sample type

Taxa targeted

Reference

Distribution and diversity of Verrucomicrobia
methanotrophs in geothermal and acidic environments

Geothermal soils

Archaea, bacteria

Sharp et al. 2014

Microbial community effects on N20 emissions

Pasture soils

Archaea, bacteria

Morales et al. 2015

Archaea, bacteria,
fungi, eukaryotes

Drummond et al. 2015

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Biodiversity assessment using a multigene approach
Native forest soils
		

Assessing the diet of endangered land snails to facilitate
Snail faeces
Earthworms
ecological restoration and relocation programme			

Boyer et al. 2013;
Waterhouse et al. 2014

Detecting shifts in soil microbial communities following
alteration of native tussock grassland ecosystems

Tussock grassland
soil

Wakelin et al. 2013

Assessment of microbial communities in vineyards

Vineyards (soil,
Fungi
bark and fruit) 		

Morrison-Whittle & 		
Goddard 2015

Assessing changes in mycorrhizal fungal community
composition during ecosystem development

Roots from native
Fungi
forest		

Martínez-García et al.
2015

Fungi and bacteria

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

better use and interpret the data generated. Here we describe
the general benefits of integrating the two approaches, discuss
their application within the context of national biodiversity
assessment, Māori biodiversity monitoring and the primary
sector, and highlight areas of current uncertainty and future
research directions.

General benefits of DNA metabarcoding and
its integration with conventional biodiversity
assessment
There are a number of general benefits of metabarcoding
compared with conventional monitoring techniques. DNA
metabarcoding can detect a broad range of taxa from a single
environmental sample, removing the need to apply a diverse
set of sampling methods in the field. For example, a single
soil-based sampling regime could be used to identify locally
present above- and below-ground species at multiple trophic
levels (e.g. Drummond et al. 2015). Highly trained specialists
are not needed for specimen identification, avoiding this
typically labour-intensive process (e.g. Yu et al. 2012; Yang
et al. 2014). Molecular analyses and bioinformatics, while
challenging, can be partially or totally automated to process
large datasets rapidly. Further, techniques and expertise are
generally transferable across taxa, unlike taxonomic expertise.
Cryptic species – those that are hard to identify morphologically
and often overlooked in conventional analyses – are readily
detected. DNA metabarcoding also allows the incorporation
of previously ignored biota such as bacteria and fungi into
biodiversity assessments. These biota contribute a large
proportion of biodiversity (e.g. fungi encompass c. 23% of
New Zealand’s described eukaryotic diversity; Gordon 2012)
and are critical for many ecosystem functions and services
(de Vries et al. 2013; Wagg et al. 2014; Soliveres et al. 2016).
Finally, environmental DNA (eDNA) can detect low-density
(locally rare) and elusive species (Jerde et al. 2011; CalvignacSpencer et al. 2013; Doyle et al. 2015). For example, DNA
extracted from faeces has been used to model the distribution
of invasive red fox (Vulpes vulpes) in Tasmania (MacDonald
& Sarre 2015).

Given the benefits of metabarcoding techniques, they
could be viewed as a replacement for conventional biodiversity
monitoring. However, we argue that the two approaches are
not interchangeable, and uniting them will result in significant
improvements to both fields of research by drawing on their
respective strengths (Table 2). For example, conventional
approaches are particularly strong in their use of standardised
sampling techniques and the analysis, interpretation and
presentation of biodiversity datasets (e.g. Allen et al. 2003).
Metabarcoding approaches could benefit from drawing on these
strengths, facilitating the ecological interpretation of DNA data
sets. In addition, comparative analyses applying both DNA and
conventional methods to the same taxonomic groups will help
test and improve the accuracy and reliability of DNA-based
methods. This has begun for some groups such as invertebrates
(Watts et al. 2016) and plants (Fahner et al. 2016), but such
analyses must be carried out in the context of our ability to
detect biologically meaningful patterns. Application of DNA
metabarcoding alongside conventional methods of assessment,
coupled with a quantitative understanding of the detection
probabilities and biases of different methods (e.g. Furlan et
al. 2016), could lead to greater overall detection probabilities
for target taxa. Further, conventional monitoring techniques
provide additional information that cannot be obtained from
metabarcoding. These include demography (e.g. tagged
individuals in plant population ecology), sex ratios, phenology,
and the colours and conditions of individuals. Nevertheless,
environmental metabarcoding does have a role to play in
assessing taxa where existing methods are non-existent, poor,
or too expensive. Overall, there are multiple clear benefits to
be obtained through the integration of DNA metabarcoding
with conventional biodiversity assessment techniques. These
general benefits could be realised in a range of contexts, and
we now explore three of these in more detail.

Case study 1: National Biodiversity
Assessment Framework
Multiple agencies within New Zealand are currently working
towards implementing a national framework for biodiversity
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Table 2. Comparative assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of DNA metabarcoding and conventional biodiversity
assessment
of terrestrial biodiversity in a New Zealand context.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
		
Aspect

DNA metabarcoding

Conventional assessment

SAMPLING
Field methods
		
		
		

Often poorly defined, inconsistent (-);
standard methods could potentially be
easily applied across ecosystem types
without in-field taxonomic expertise (+)

Generally standardised and well documented
(+); optimised for forest ecosystems (+/-);
dependent on in-field taxonomic expertise (-).

Sampling
		

Single, easily collected sample (+); often
poor sample design (-)

Extensive understanding of optimal sample
design and use of consistent methods (+)

DATA
Quantitative
QUALITY		
		

Limited by biases in DNA extraction,
PCR, analysis; empirical evidence
suggests semi-quantitative (-)

Counting of individuals or percent cover
straightforward (+)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Taxonomic coverage High (+)
			
			

Low, due to difficulty in identifying some 		
taxonomic groups based on morphology and 		
expense limitations (-)

Temporal depth
		
		

Variable: has potential to provide
time-integrated information depending
on DNA decay rates (+)

Shallow: often based on a single point in time
and may miss transient or ephemeral species (-)

False positives
		
		

High risk of false positives due to
incomplete databases, poor taxonomic
resolution, sample contamination (-)

Risk of false positives low, depending on quality
of expert knowledge (+)

False negatives
		

Variable depending on choice of method
and sequencing depth (+/-)

Risk of missing species high (-)

UTILITY
Analysis
		
		

Difficult: novel methods and indicators
need to be developed; results often
difficult for end-users to interpret (-)

Easy: multiple existing methods and indicators
available (+)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Relevance of data to High: direct links to productivity and
primary industry
ecosystem function (+)
			
Ability to interpret
data in phylogenetic
context

High (+)

Ability to interpret
Low: ecological function of many cryptic
data in ecological
taxa unknown (-)
context		

Low–medium: taxa monitored have less direct
relevance to industry (-), but biodiversity 		
information can be useful for marketing (+)
Medium: limited by taxonomic coverage (-)

High (+)

Ability to interpret
data in context of
ecological integrity
		

Med–high for species occupancy and
ecosystem representation (+);
bio-status hard to determine for some
taxa (-)

Generally high (+), although species occupancy
and ecosystem representation limited by
taxonomic coverage (-)

COSTS
Travel time
		

Same base cost, but smaller field crew
may be sufficient (+)

Same base cost, but requirement for more
different experts may increase field crew size (-)

Time to collect in the
field
		
		

Variable: generally low for common
samples (e.g. soil) but can be higher for
targeted sampling (e.g. pooled invertebrate
samples) (+)

Medium–high: depends on required taxonomic
resolution; can be inefficient and weather
dependent (e.g. bird counts); mammal and bird
counts require multiple days (-)

Time to process
samples

High, particularly if lab methods need to
be optimised (-)

Low (+), although voucher specimen
identification is often very time consuming (+/-)

Cost of species
identifications

Based on molecular methods, costs
going down (+)

Based on expert knowledge, labour costs going
up (-)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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assessment (Box 1), based on the concept of ecological
integrity (Lee et al. 2005; Allen et al. 2009; Environmental
Reporting Act 2015). Ecological integrity is defined as the ‘full
potential of indigenous biotic and abiotic features and natural
processes, functioning in sustainable communities, habitats and
landscapes’ (Environmental Reporting Act 2015) and has three
measurable components: (i) indigenous dominance, (ii) species
occupancy and (iii) ecosystem representation. Indigenous
dominance refers to the level of indigenous influence on
the composition, structure and functioning of a community;
species occupancy is the extent to which any species capable
of living in a particular ecosystem is actually present; and
ecosystem representation is the extent to which a full range
of abiotic environments are protected and maintained (Lee et
al. 2005). Current field-based biodiversity monitoring within
this framework is limited to plants, vertebrates and some largebodied invertebrates. The integration of DNA metabarcoding
approaches into this framework would greatly broaden the
taxonomic coverage, improving the assessment of species
occupancy and ecosystem representation.
The greater taxonomic coverage provided by metabarcoding will also allow a more comprehensive assessment of
ecosystem functions and services tied to community structure
than conventional monitoring alone, through the inclusion
of taxa that are critical to ecosystem function (e.g. fungi).
Therefore, integration of conventional monitoring frameworks
with metabarcoding approaches will increase the ability to
report on maintenance of ecosystem processes (which is
included within the definition of ecological integrity) and will
strengthen the relevance of biodiversity data to the primary
sector. For example, food web structure and community
composition, which can be quantified by DNA metabarcoding,
are linked to the stability of communities and the functions
they mediate (Rooney & McCann 2012; Oliver et al. 2015),
and could provide information on the success of management
techniques designed to provide suitable habitats for natural
predators of agricultural and horticultural pest species (Haaland
et al. 2011). In addition, higher levels of multiple ecosystem
functions have been linked to rare species (Soliveres et al.
2016) and diversity across multiple trophic levels (Wagg et
al. 2014). Integrating DNA metabarcoding with a national
monitoring framework would provide a rich information base
to assess relationships among biodiversity, ecosystem function
and ecosystem services (Fischer et al. 2010).
Moreover, the benefits of integration go both ways.
Conventional biodiversity monitoring approaches within
the national framework have invested heavily in optimising
sampling design, reporting metrics and uncertainty modelling
to provide greater confidence in assessments of biodiversity
change over time (e.g. Pereira et al. 2013; Holdaway et al.
2014; Peltzer et al. 2014; Box 1). Applying this same approach
to DNA metabarcoding is essential to enable confidence in
the use of DNA data for national reporting.

Case study 2: Māori biodiversity
monitoring
The alignment of DNA metabarcoding techniques with Māori
biodiversity monitoring frameworks offers a cross-cultural
approach to monitoring New Zealand’s environmental health.
Both the metabarcoding and te ao Māori (Māori world)
approaches contribute to an understanding of the constituents
of New Zealand’s ecological ‘whakapapa’, as well as the
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Box 1. Key elements of a proposed national framework for
the assessment of biodiversity in New Zealand.
A diverse range of terrestrial biodiversity assessment
methods are currently used in New Zealand. Most methods
focus on birds, plants and mammals, because they are
large, relatively easy to identify, and have strong public/
economic interests. While much of the monitoring is
disjointed, considerable ongoing efforts aim to improve
current monitoring practices and combine them under a
national framework (Wiser et al. 2001; Allen et al. 2003;
Lee et al. 2005; Bellingham et al. 2016). This framework
is an aspirational goal built upon decades of research into
methods, sampling, analysis and data management at
multiple scales. Key components of the national framework
are as follows.
Standard plot/point methods. Well-established methods
with significant prior data and known uncertainty are
favoured. These include 20 × 20 m vegetation plots,
5-minute bird counts, and traplines/pellet counts.
Standard methods allow comparability and scaling across
studies.
Multi-tier sampling frameworks. Integrated methods
across tiers (e.g. local, regional, national) allow for
scalability, ensuring that local and regional data can
inform national reporting, while national data provide
context for local studies.
National coverage. Uses unbiased sampling of a wide
range of taxa across the entire New Zealand landscape,
not just public conservation land. Adoption of the DOC
sampling framework by regional councils (Bellingham et
al. 2016), who also monitor biodiversity within a variety
of productive and urban landscapes, is a step towards
achieving this.
Information transfer across scales. Coordinated
sampling, data quality standards, data repositories (e.g.
the New Zealand National Vegetation Survey Databank),
and data standardisation promote data access and use at
the local, regional, and national scales.
Analysis and reporting frameworks. The concept of
ecological integrity can be used to provide a similar set of
metrics and indicators for regional and national reporting
(Lee et al. 2005; Bellingham et al. 2016). Metrics and
indicators are designed to match the scale of the questions
being asked and to be robust to data uncertainty.
Integration of new technologies. Modular design ensures
new methods such as emerging DNA techniques and data
from remote sensing can be added to improve resolution
and coverage without changing the overall framework.
Legislative mandate and public interest. The national
framework provides a defensible, replicable means of
assessing biodiversity nationally to meet the requirements
of the Environmental Reporting Act 2015 and to assist
reporting on international agreements (e.g. progress
towards the Aichi Targets set for 2020 under the Convention
on Biological Diversity). It also provides the evidence base
for setting policy and assessing its effectiveness. It could
be used to evaluate community conservation projects and
to provide the evidence for environmental certification in
primary production sectors.
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cultural, biological and economic potential of those ecosystems.
Whakapapa is a key part of Māori ideology and a way of
understanding an ecosystem in its entirety. It is more than just the
narrow approach of ancestral lineage between humans: it also
refers to the tangible and intangible genealogical connections,
relationships, and linkages between the natural environment and
the cosmological domain (Harmsworth & Awatere 2013). The
construct of ihi (essential force) is used to gauge the vitality of
the mana (authority) and mauri (life essence) of whakapapa.
Environmental metabarcoding offers a modern-day approach
to comprehending the vitality of ecosystems.
DNA metabarcoding provides an opportunity to identify
those species contributing to ecosystem health and integrity
that are relevant and important to Māori (Lyver et al. 2016).
Metabarcoding can provide evidence of organisms relevant
to mahinga kai (food species), taonga (highly valued species),
kaitiaki (guardian species) or taha wairua (species linked to
the spiritual domain) across different habitats and ranges,
especially when these species are rare, cryptic, nocturnal
or otherwise difficult to assess using conventional methods
(e.g. āwheto/ngutara, the caterpillar of one of the forest ghost
moths Dumbletonius or Aoraia spp., that historically was used
for dyes in traditional Māori tattooing and has been infected
by vegetable caterpillar fungus, Ophiocordyceps robertsii).
Distributions of species reported by community members as
historically abundant and in decline could be assessed using
metabarcoding techniques. Tūhoe Tuawhenua elders have
reported that harore (i.e. the fruiting body of the Armillaria
novaezelandiae mushroom) has become harder to find, along
with a noticeable dilution of the pungent odour associated
with the fungi in the forest during late autumn. However,
fruiting bodies are ephemeral and may not reflect the presence
of vegetative mycelium. As such, it is unclear if the decline
in fruiting bodies reflects a loss of mycelial biomass and
ecosystem function. Metabacoding (or species-specific probes)
would provide a more complete understanding of species
occupancy across all life history stages, can be conducted at
any time of the year, and can determine whether observed
changes in the abundance of fruiting bodies reflect an overall
population decline.
In fact this is the time to be collecting harore [bush
mushrooms] during the winter months, but as you know
that sort of food is diminishing, in the past 4 years we
have seen a significant decline in harore. There should
be consistency every year, in the past it would always
return, if that does not happen it is because someone has
tampered with it, or it was not picked right, or maybe it
wasn’t looked after. When my sister rings me, “the harore
are ready” you would know through her that the harore
are plentiful, but in recent years there has been nothing.
(Spady Kutia, Mātauranga o te taiao interview, 2014).
Metabarcoding techniques could also complement a Māori
biodiversity monitoring approach more widely. Treaty of
Waitangi settlements have given iwi greater management and
reporting responsibilities for regions of high conservation and
biodiversity value (e.g. Tūhoe and Te Urewera; Whanganui and
Te Awa Tupua). Alongside their own biodiversity monitoring
approaches, metabarcoding approaches could assist iwi and
hapū with biodiversity inventories within their rohe and national
environmental reporting requirements (e.g. Environmental
Reporting Act 2015). Metabarcoding approaches could also
provide community-level information on the impact of species
that can change the āhua (character or nature) of an ecosystem.
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Members of the Tūhoe Tuawhenua community reported
concern that wasps have changed the āhua of their forest by
preying heavily on its invertebrate fauna. The ‘language’ of
the forest has changed, with a substantial increase in the sound
associated with wasps, combined with a reduction in the sound
associated with other invertebrate fauna. Monitoring of eDNA
within an invasive wasp nest (Vespula spp.) could identify
the invertebrate species (e.g. kākāpohae, the bush dragonfly
Antipodochlora braueri; or whē, the stick insects Tectarchus
ovobessus, Argosarchus horridus) most at risk from wasp
predation in different habitats at different times of the year.

Case study 3: Primary sector and
biosecurity outcomes
Metabarcoding data sets are able to provide information on the
entire trophic web, which means they offer novel opportunities
to determine how ecosystem functions relate to patterns in biota,
particularly soil biota. This knowledge has the potential to
contribute directly to primary sector outcomes such as improved
farm productivity, profitability and resilience. For example,
growing evidence links soil biology with critical ecosystem
functions such as crop yield and nutrient cycling (Bender et al.
2015), disease suppression (Sánchez-Moreno & Ferris 2007),
terroir (Gilbert et al. 2014), and resistance to drought stress
(Orwin et al. 2015). This has led to increasingly widespread
agricultural application of live biological cultures, for example
Bayer Crop Science’s Serenade® which is a patented strain of
Bacillus subtilis bacterium. Use of metabarcoding techniques
by the primary sector could provide data validating biological
product effectiveness or underpinning the development
of sustainable management strategies that support natural
ecological processes and their resilience (de Vries et al. 2013;
Nielsen et al. 2015; Delgado-Baquerizo et al. 2016). A dual
benefit of primary sector adoption of a metabarcoding approach
is that the same data sets would also provide information about
biodiversity on production land. Such data are currently lacking
for many environments in New Zealand and would inform
national (e.g. New Zealand Ministry for the Environment
State of the Environment annual reports), sector (e.g. The
New Zealand Sustainability Dashboard Project reports), and
farm-scale environmental reporting, with opportunities to
garner market advantage and support the primary sectors
sustainable licence to operate.
DNA metabarcoding has proven biosecurity application
in freshwater ecosystems (e.g. Collins et al. 2013), and has
the potential to be an important terrestrial biosecurity tool.
For example, metabarcoding could be applied to screen bulk
samples collected from light traps (e.g. Yu et al. 2012) at
biosecurity incursion hotspots such as maritime ports and
airports. The ability to screen for multiple pest species within a
single metabarcoding data set would be a critical advance in the
early detection process, even though more specific verification
tests will be required to provide the level of evidence necessary
for decisions around market access. Initial integration within
current biosecurity monitoring networks is important to ensure
metabarcoding is leveraging off existing resources, and that
it is suitable for widespread field implementation. The broad
application of DNA metabarcoding by a range of researchers
and organisations will provide additional biosecurity benefits
by increasing our knowledge of what species are already
present in New Zealand. These data (both sequence data and
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archived DNA samples) are a baseline from which to screen
for new organisms, and to test species-specificity of DNAbased diagnostic tools. Post-border biosecurity applications are
likely to be focused on detecting the distribution and spread of
species that are difficult to otherwise detect using conventional
methods (e.g. Macdonald & Sarre 2015). Therefore, there are
significant opportunities for DNA metabarcoding to contribute
to positive biosecurity outcomes.

Methodological uncertainties associated
with DNA metabarcoding
Although there are clear benefits to combining conventional
and DNA metabarcoding biodiversity assessment techniques,
there are caveats. The detection of individual species in
environmental or pooled-organism samples depends on several
assumptions, including efficient and consistent polymerase
chain reaction (PCR) amplification across all species in the
sample and sufficient sequencing depth to detect all species
represented within the amplified DNA. The detection of
individual species also assumes that DNA sequences can
be confidently linked to species names. Many ecological
applications also require the assignment of DNA sequences
to species or some other consistent taxonomic grouping. The
assignment of sequences to species requires an adequate
taxonomic framework for all species in the sampled community
and the genetic characterisation of those species for the target
gene region(s). For groups in which it is difficult to study
individual species (e.g. fungi) or those that are hyperdiverse
(e.g. fungi, invertebrates), complete species-level classifications
are unlikely ever to be developed (e.g. Carbayo & Marque
2011; Buckley et al. 2015). Although partial reference data
exist for metabarcoding of some taxonomic groups in New
Zealand (e.g. vertebrates), most New Zealand biodiversity has
not been genetically characterised. A further issue is reference
data quality, as curated databases exist for bacteria and fungi,
but not for all groups, leading to a high risk of errors (Nilsson
et al. 2006; Bidartondo 2008).
The lack of stable classifications with accompanying
genetic data for much of the biota means that DNA
metabarcoding approaches will depend, at least in part, on
clustering DNA sequences into operational taxonomic units
(OTUs) (e.g. Kõljalg et al. 2005; Ratnasingham & Hebert 2013).
The rules for grouping sequences into OTUs can be applied
consistently across studies and varied retrospectively, which
gives the OTU approach of DNA metabarcoding an advantage
over the ‘recognisable taxonomic units’ or RTUs approach
currently used by many ecological studies of invertebrates,
which sorts specimens into RTUs based on their morphology
(Ward & Stanley 2004). OTUs with DNA sequences similar
to archived reference sequences can be identified to varying
taxonomic levels. As the genetic characterisation of biota
proceeds, and classifications are revised and linked with
genetic information, more and more OTUs will be associated
with reference DNA data and provided with taxonomic names.
Despite debates about ‘DNA taxonomy’ (e.g. Tautz et al. 2003;
Ratnasingham & Hebert 2013; Hibbett 2016), this approach is
likely to become the norm, driven by the accelerating rate at
which metabarcoding data are collected. The amount, quality,
and accessibility of reference data deposited in international
databases need significant improvement to more fully exploit
the power of DNA to assess biodiversity at a relevant taxonomic
resolution, and to detect invading species.
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Quality reference data are particularly essential for optimal
biosecurity outcomes in order to mitigate false positive matches
to unwanted organisms. A widely publicised example is the
putative detection of plague and anthrax in the New York
subway (Afshinnekoo et al. 2015), which gained widespread
media coverage but with further analysis was shown to
be incorrect (Gonzalez et al. 2016). Currently, incomplete
reference data sets and uncertain bioinformatics standards can
result in best species matches for DNA sequences that are the
most-studied organisms within a group, and these are often
pathogens or pest species. For example, DNA reference data
for many fly species in New Zealand are lacking, which causes
many fly DNA sequences to match well-studied organisms such
as Mediterranean fruit fly (Ceratitis capitata, an unwanted
organism). Although such matches have a relatively low
certainty, this raises the possibility of false positive detections
when the data are not properly interpreted. Another biosecurity
issue is the detection of trace amounts of an unwanted organism
and the inability of metabarcoding techniques to prove that that
organism was recently alive and/or functionally active. These
biosecurity issues need to be managed in current and future
DNA metabarcoding studies in New Zealand to prevent the
occurrence of unnecessary and costly trade barriers.
In the analysis of DNA data, 97% sequence similarity
is often used as a threshold for clustering amplified DNA
sequences into ‘taxa’ (OTUs), yet for the gene regions most
commonly used in DNA metabarcoding studies (e.g. 16S, 18S,
ITS, COI), this may not discriminate all species. Taxonomic
resolution can be improved by tailoring similarity thresholds
for different taxa (Kõljalg et al. 2013), but even within
taxonomic groups the correlation between species status and
sequence divergence is at best weak (Wiemers & Fiedler
2007). For this reason, molecular systematics has turned to
more sophisticated methods for species delimitation, including
the use of information from more than gene region to define
a species (Rannala 2015). However, it is not yet possible to
apply these approaches to pooled samples. Increased taxonomic
resolution may come through technological advances (e.g.
longer read lengths), improved bioinformatics pipelines, and
the development of primers better tailored for resolving taxa of
interest. However, the most significant and immediate gains are
to be made by increasing the taxonomic coverage of reference
sequence databases through barcoding initiatives, particularly
focussing on poorly characterised taxa (e.g. Hebert et al. 2013).
Nevertheless, such issues indicate that DNA metabarcoding
studies are currently better suited to the analysis of broad
ecological and community-level patterns. Analyses that require
more accurate species-level resolution are likely to require
targeted improvements to current reference databases.
Methodological issues may also bias the interpretation
and accuracy of DNA metabarcoding data sets. Biases in the
efficacy of DNA isolation (Kim & Bae 2011), because not all
DNA can be extracted from environmental samples (e.g. for
certain soils, Huang et al. 2016), is an often undocumented but
important consideration. PCR biases, including factors such
as nucleotide variation at primer binding sites and variable
sequence length, mean that not all targeted DNA has the same
probability of amplification (Clarke et al. 2014). Furthermore,
some ‘universal’ primers fail to amplify entire groups of taxa,
e.g. ferns are typically not amplified by some ‘plant’ primers
that amplified the chloroplast tRNA gene (trnL; MartínezGarcía et al. 2015); arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi are not well
amplified by the most widely used primers for amplification
of the fungal internal transcribed spacer (ITS1 – 5.8S – ITS2
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regions; Dickie & St John 2016); and little is known about the
extent to which these biases might affect the characterisation of
communities of poorly studied taxa. Further biases arise from
sequencing errors (e.g. favouring of sequences with shorter read
lengths by Illumina), and the treatment of chimeric and lowcopy sequences during bioinformatic processing (Lindgreen
et al. 2016). These represent significant sources of uncertainty
when it comes to interpreting the ecological patterns within
and across DNA metabarcoding data sets.
The longevity of DNA in environmental samples is a key
consideration. Under frozen conditions DNA molecules can be
recovered from environmental samples (e.g. ice or permafrost)
that are hundreds of thousands of years old (Willerslev et al.
2007). Even in temperate and aerobic substrates such as New
Zealand forest soils, DNA signals can persist for thousands
of years after a species has vanished from a particular site
(Wilmshurst et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2016). Legacy DNA
may also be an issue with recent land use change (Barnes &
Turner 2016). The impact of legacy DNA on metabarcodingbased biodiversity assessments is poorly understood (Carini
et al. 2016), but can be reduced in practice. In particular, DNA
fragments become shorter over time, and thus legacy DNA will
be less likely to amplify with generally used primers. Further,
DNA from current biodiversity is likely to be significantly
more abundant. Other strategies, such as using soil samples
from the uppermost layers and increasing the length of target
sequences, will reduce the legacy DNA detected. Predictable
patterns of damage seen in ancient DNA molecules can also
be assessed in metagenomic data sets (Ginolhac et al. 2011)
to help exclude legacy DNA.
Finally, as DNA metabarcoding starts to be used to
address ecological questions, sample design becomes even
more important, because this limits interpretability. Initial
metabarcoding applications have mostly tackled the substantial
technical hurdles of sampling DNA under field conditions – the
‘proof of concept’ (e.g. Drummond et al. 2015). To now benefit
from the rich information DNA metabarcoding can provide,
robust sampling designs are needed, built on a quantitative
understanding of spatial variability among samples, detection
probabilities (e.g. Furlan et al. 2016), repeatability by field
teams, and uncertainty and statistical power to determine
effect sizes that can be interpreted ecologically. Most current
metabarcoding studies lack these design elements (e.g.
uncertainties are large and the ability to robustly detect
change is unproven), and when coupled with the challenges
of analysing ‘big data’ this limits the ecological questions that
can be addressed.
While the uncertainties mentioned here are important to
consider when applying DNA metabarcoding approaches,
they are likely to be overcome with ongoing research effort.
For example, taxonomic classifications and the coverage
and depth of reference databases are continually improving
(Ratnasingham & Hebert 2013), and the quantification of
uncertainty in sampling, molecular and bioinformatics methods
is well underway (e.g. Furlan et al. 2016; Lindgreen et al.
2016). Furthermore, an increasing uptake of metabarcoding
approaches by ecological researchers (Bohmann et al. 2014;
Creer et al. 2016) is likely to improve the design and ecological
interpretation of DNA metabarcoding data sets. Nevertheless,
the current uncertainties around DNA approaches add further
weight to our argument that the integration of DNA approaches
and conventional biodiversity techniques is critical to enable
assessments of data quality and ensure that data are used
appropriately.
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Future research directions
It is important that the needs of end users are addressed
in future research so that the key barriers to the uptake of
metabarcoding are removed. The Biological Heritage National
Science Challenge held a series of workshops in 2015 and
2016 involving representatives from research organisations,
central and local government, and primary sector groups. These
workshops identified a number of pressing research questions
that need addressing if DNA metabarcoding is to be successfully
integrated with conventional biodiversity assessment practices
(Table 3). The uncertainties identified above limit both our
ability to use the method for ecological research and its practical
uptake by end-users. Perhaps the most pressing issue, in terms
of biodiversity assessment, is the as-yet-unproven ability of
DNA metabarcoding to detect ecologically meaningful changes
in communities and populations over time. Resolving these
uncertainties is a key objective of the Biological Heritage
National Science Challenge, and requires significant investment
in taxonomy and barcoding to improve reference databases.
Comparative studies of DNA metabarcoding alongside
conventional monitoring are required to validate the ability
of DNA metabarcoding, particularly those that investigate
the relationship between metabarcoding data and alternative
measures of species abundance, and those that look at how
amounts of legacy DNA change through time. Coordinated
research addressing a range of specific questions relating to
sampling design, scale, uncertainty and data interpretation is
also required (see Table 3).
Rapidly changing DNA technologies influence methods for
monitoring long-term changes in biodiversity, and consistent
methods need to be applied at multiple time periods to reliably
distinguish real change from methodological variation. For
example, in the near future non-PCR metagenomic techniques
may be used to sequence and assemble diverse environmental
genomes. This rapid advance is both an asset, because it
expands the horizon of what is possible, but also a challenge,
because it can make existing methods appear obsolete and
detection of temporal trends difficult. However, there are
ways to manage such technological change, the most critical
being clear sample design and appropriate sample archiving
(physical samples and extracted DNA). This allows re-analysis
of samples using standard techniques in the future. Archiving
DNA sequence data will also allow revisiting of data sets as
reference databases improve, providing a significant long-term
data resource (Cary & Fierer 2014).
Expectations must be managed to closely match what
DNA-based biodiversity assessment approaches can actually
deliver. Molecular approaches possess their own set of
challenges including uncertainties resulting from biases
associated with PCR, different DNA extraction methods and
bioinformatics pipelines (Clarke et al. 2014; Lindgreen et
al. 2016). Moreover, reliable assignment of DNA sequences
to named taxonomic units (Schloss & Westcott 2011; Creer
et al. 2016) and ecological interpretation of the resulting
highly complex community data (e.g. Ma et al. 2016) also
present challenges. As is typical for the initial uptake of any
technology, early applications (e.g. Drummond et al. 2015)
have focused on exploring the method. As our understanding of
the properties of these methods evolves, there is an increasing
need to move beyond this and into applications that provide
rich information for a range of purposes, including conservation
planning and land management decisions (Hajibabaei et al.
2016). Nevertheless, the potential benefits of a framework for
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Table 3. Key end-user uncertainties and outstanding research questions derived from proceedings of four DNA metabarcoding
workshops hosted by the Biological Heritage National Science Challenge.
Key end-user uncertainties

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What are the means to ensure protection of Māori intellectual property with respect to indigenous organisms and associated data
and metadata?
Can DNA sampling be integrated with (rather than replace) existing monitoring programmes?
What is the cost/benefit of DNA techniques compared to other existing tools?
Is DNA metabarcoding able to provide information on species abundance?
Can DNA metabarcoding be used to detect temporal changes in species/communities?
Does the precision and variability of DNA metabarcoding make it a useable measure for trend analysis of biodiversity and
abundance?
How do we manage data, data use rights, data security, attribution, and information release?
What are the potential risks to markets and trade as new organisms are identified, and how will such information be handled?
Are we able to analyse the huge data sets in a timely and efficient way and summarise the results for other users?
How can the outcomes of DNA metabarcoding research be used to inform management perspectives or actions?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Key future research questions

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the variability of environmental DNA across space and time (including legacy DNA), and what are the implications of
this for sampling design?
Can primer and PCR biases be quantified and methods developed to minimise their effects?
How do you optimise DNA extraction for different environmental samples in a way that preserves comparability across
samples?
How does choice of bioinformatics pipeline affect the results and conclusions?
How is DNA data (sequence read count) related to in-field abundance?
How do we best share, archive and analyse DNA metabarcoding data sets to address broad-scale ecological questions?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

the monitoring of all taxa are vast (Fischer et al. 2010), and
alignment of DNA metabarcoding and conventional methods
offers a way forward to that goal.
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